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We introduce a multi-scale approach to obtain accurate atomic and electronic structures for atom-
ically relaxed twisted bilayer graphene. High-level exact exchange and random phase approximation
(EXX+RPA) correlation data provides the foundation to parametrize systematically improved force
fields for molecular dynamic simulations that allow to relax twisted layered graphene systems con-
taining millions of atoms making possible a fine sweeping of twist angles. These relaxed atomic
positions are used as input for tight-binding electronic band-structure calculations where the dis-
tance and angle dependent interlayer hopping terms are extracted from density functional theory
calculations and subsequent representation with Wannier orbitals. We benchmark our results against
published force fields and widely used tight-binding models and discuss their impact in the spectrum
around the flat band energies. We find that our relaxation scheme yields a magic angle of twisted
bilayer graphene consistent with experiments between 1.0◦ ∼ 1.1◦ using commonly accepted Fermi
velocities of graphene υF ' 1.0 ∼ 1.1 × 106 m/s that is enhanced by about 14%∼20% compared
with often used local density approximation estimates. Finally, we present high-resolution spectral
function calculations for comparison with experimental ARPES. Additional force field parameters
are provided for hBN-layered materials.
I. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of correlated insulating phases and su-
perconductivity [1] in twisted bilayer graphene (tBG)
has boosted the field of twistronics [2, 3] where strong
electron-electron interactions [4–6] play a dominant role
in the physics at specific magic angles. Existing elec-
tronic structure models [7–10] have been refined [11, 12]
to understand the peculiarities of the physics at play at
these specific magic angles. Experimentally, values of
these angles are reported within varying ranges due to
their sensitivity to the cleanliness of the sample affecting
the Fermi velocity and the strength of electron-electron
interaction effects [5, 6]. Theoretically, the values de-
pend on the chosen approximation. Of particular im-
portance are the relaxation effects in van der Waals het-
erostructures [13, 14] that have already been reported
using a variety of methods including (i) fully atomic lat-
tice relaxation approaches [9, 15, 16], (ii) non-linear fi-
nite element plate models [17], (iii) a generalized-stacking
fault energy (GSFE) analysis [18], possibly combined
with (iv) a configuration-space representation [19], and
finally, very commonly, with (v) computationally non-
prohibitive continuum models [20]. The common de-
nominator in these analyses is the observation of (i) a
reduction in size of the AA stacking region, an increase
of the AB/BA regions and the appearance of sharper
stacking domain walls with decreasing twist angle and
(ii) the tendency to lock the rotational alignment be-
tween the layers at the AA stacked regions for small
twist angles. These mechanical effects contribute in the
formation of secondary isolation gaps of the flat bands
from higher energy bands [9, 19], enhance the value of
the first magic angle and broadens the bands of the
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magic angles below 1° [20]. Quantitative conclusions in-
ferred from bandstructure and spectral function plots de-
pend on the approximations used. In this paper we pro-
pose a newly EXX+RPA-parametrized dihedral registry-
dependent interlayer potential (DRIP) [21] force-field to
provide an accurate starting point for the atomic struc-
ture, as well as a re-parametrization of a real-space tight-
binding Hamiltonian [22] based on DFT calculations us-
ing a denser k-point grid than in previous literature. The
structural reconstruction is confirmed but shown to be
globally weaker both for the out of plane corrugation
amplitudes and in-plane strains than commonly reported
using existing force fields leading to appearance of trian-
gular AB regions at smaller angles only. This is rational-
ized by the fact that the EXX-RPA data [23] predicts
smaller energy differences between stacking configura-
tions than most other force fields available for molecular
dynamic codes. We compare resulting in-plane displace-
ments and conclude that our LDA-parametrized force
field gives similar results as the EXX-RPA-parametrized
force field due to similar energy differences [23]. First
magic angle band-structures are bench-marked against
existing tight-binding models [7, 19]. We further confirm
(down to 0.44° twist angle) the disappearance of isolated
bands below the first magic angle. The manuscript is
structured as follows. In Section IIA, we describe our
multi-scale approach. In Sections IIIA and IV we cover
the molecular dynamics simulation, electronic bandstruc-
ture (EBS) and spectral function results. In Section V,
we summarize our main findings.
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2Figure 1: (color online) Moire patterns formed by rigid
tBG for a twist angle of 0.32° (left panel) and the
relaxed EXX-RPA-forcefield relaxed counterpart (right
panel). The relaxed system shows lattice
reconsctruction and forms triangular AB/BA regions
with SP-type edges and AA-type corners.
Figure 2: (color online) Illustration of the lattice
reconstruction observed at small twist angle (here, 0.05°
twist angle, > 4 million atoms). The interlayer distance
locks into the AB-stacking equilibrium distance inside
the triangular regions and maximizes at the
energetically less stable AA-type corners. The
respective values agree with the EXX-RPA data [23]
onto which the force-field was fitted. The in-plane
displacements (calculated as the difference between the
positions before and after relaxation) remain smaller
than 1.0 Å.
II. METHODOLOGY
A. System
In Fig. 1, we illustrate one of the tBG systems under
consideration in this paper at 0.32°. The left panel shows
the rigid structure before relaxation, the right panel illus-
trates structural lattice reconstruction where the AB/BA
regions form triangles separated by an SP region with re-
duced AA-regions at the corners. Systems with angles as
small as 0.05° (e.g. in Fig. 2) can efficiently be relaxed
using Molecular Dynamics (see the next Section) showing
even clearer triangular AB/BA region formation and sep-
aration by potentially topological SP domain wall state
regions. The triangles here have edges of about 256 nm
length.
B. Ab initio calculations to pairwise potentials
As a first step in our multi-scale approach, DFT sim-
ulations are performed at the required level of preci-
sion. We note that DFT-input data enters both the
pairwise potential parametrization as well as the TB-
model parametrization in the next Section. We argue
that LDA data is a reasonable alternative when one does
not have access to EXX-RPA-level data thanks to the
close agreement of energy differences between different
stacking configurations in both schemes. In this paper,
we use previously published data [23] to extract accurate
force-fields for use in layered combinations of graphene
and hBN. We further benefit from their parametrized
sliding-dependent representation to create, at will, a large
training dataset of commensurate stacking configurations
fed as input to the KLIFF tool [24]. We have fit our data
using the DRIP potential function [21] which improves on
the registry-dependent Kolgomorov-Crespi [25] potential
by including a dihedral-angle correction in order to match
well not only the energies but also the forces from refer-
ence DFT simulations. The DFT binding energies are fit
to
E =
1
2
∑
i
∑
j /∈layeri
φij (1)
where the pair-wise potential is given by
φij = fc(xr){e−λ(rij−z0)[C + f(ρij) + g(ρij , α(m)ij )]
−A( z0
rij
)6} (2)
where fc is a cutoff function, the first term is captur-
ing the stacking-dependence of the overlapping pi-bonds
and the second term is a common attractive r−6 Lon-
don dispersion contribution. We illustrate the validity-
range of the fitting parameters in Figs. 3 and Fig. 4 and
summarize the numerical values for both LDA and RPA
in Table II. In this table we also include the values for
respective interactions between (C)arbon, (B)oron and
(N)itrogen based on the same EXX-RPA data [23] which
can be used either directly in LAMMPS [26] using the
parameters available in the supplementary material or
through the KIM interface. These parameters will also
be made available as a CBN.drip file in the LAMMPS
potential directory. We note that the DRIP potential
has a smaller distance validity range for bilayer graphene
interactions.
C. Tight-Binding Models
The intra-layer hopping terms are given by the F2G2
model developed for single layer graphene providing a
compromise between simplicity and accuracy [27]. We
compare the results obtained for the effective nearest
neighbor intralayer hopping parameter values of teff =
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Figure 3: (color online) RPA fits using KLIFF. The
potentials are fitting to yield a close agreement between
3.3 Åand 3.55 Å, especially at the equilibrium distances
of each stacking geometry and they deviate slightly
outside of these ranges in the compression regime. The
pressure dependence of the compression range is given
in Ref. [23].
−2.6 eV, −3.1 eV and −3.44 eV whose associated Fermi
velocities are υF ∼ 0.84 × 106, 1.05 × 106, and 1.1 ×
106 m/s. The main reference value for which we will
present our calculation unless otherwise stated uses teff =
−3.1 eV for typical Fermi velocities of graphene on SiO2
substrates whose electron mobilities are comparable to
those of tBG.
For the interlayer hopping terms, the simplest tight-
binding model for tBG including interlayer distance-
dependence [7], given by
− t(d) = Vpppi(d)
[
1−
(
d · ez
d
)2]
+ Vppσ(d)
(
d · ez
d
)2
(3)
where
Vpppi(d) = V
0
pppi(d) exp
(
−d− a0
r0
)
(4)
and
Vppσ(d) = V
0
ppσ(d) exp
(
−d− d0
r0
)
(5)
with d0 the interlayer distance, a0 the interatomic carbon
distance, V 0pppi = −2.7 eV is the transfer integral between
nearest-neighbor atoms and V 0ppσ = −0.48 eV is the trans-
fer integral between two vertically aligned atoms, and is
widely used in literature [28] and is surprisingly good at
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Figure 4: (color online) LDA fits using KLIFF. The
agreement is similar at the equilibrium distances as for
the EXX-RPA data, but is less accurate in the
compression regime. We thus recommend using RPA
data in such case. LDA and RPA give very similar
relaxation behavior due to comparable energy
differences between different stackings as illustrated in
Ref. [23].
Figure 5: (color online)(a) Schematic showing the top
view of the bottom layer sliding from AB-centered G/G
as a function of real space translational vector ~r and θ.
The inset shows the AB-stacking configuration in G/G.
(b) Vertical hopping energy (t⊥) mapping in
AB-centered G/G having interlayer distance 3.35 A◦, in
the parameter space of ~r, θ.
reproducing the largest magic angle in this system. We
note that for simplified comparison purposes in this pa-
per, the intra-layer terms from Eq. (3) are replaced with
the aforementioned F2G2 model terms.
Further improvements have been introduced [22] by
including an angular dependence related the the crystal
field distortion of the atomic pz orbital and gives rise to
4the following form
t(r) = V0(r) + V3(r) [cos(3θ12) + cos(3θ12)]
+ V6(r) [cos(6θ21) + cos(6θ21)]
(6)
where the Fourier-projected components using the renor-
malized radius r¯ = r/a (with a for this simulations equal
to 2.439 Å) and using the parameters listed in Table I
V0(r) = λ0e
−ξ0(r¯)2 cos(κ0r¯), (7)
V3(r) = λ3r¯
2e−ξ3(r¯−x3)
2
, (8)
and
V6(r) = λ
a
6 r¯e
−ξa6 (r¯−xa6 )2 sin(κa6 r¯)
+ λb6r¯
2e−ξ
b
6(r¯−xb6)2 . sin(κb6r¯) (9)
are extracted by Fourier transforming the hopping pa-
rameter data from Wannier calculations for both inter-
layer AA and AB hoppings by applying a lateral trans-
lation r = r cos(θ)xˆ+ r sin(θ)yˆ to the bottom layer with
respect to the top layer for fixed interlayer distance. Our
parametrization in Eq. (9) is slightly modified with re-
spect to Ref. [22] to capture additional short range oscil-
lations. The AA and AB contributions can be combined
into coefficients that are valid for any possible stacking
configurations, based on symmetry considerations as out-
lined in Ref. [22]. This analysis can be extended to in-
clude an interlayer distance-dependence of the parame-
ters [19] by repeating the fixed interlayer calculation at
other distances and fitting the distance-dependence of
each parameter quadratically as
yi() = c
(0)
i + c
(1)
i + c
(2)
i 
2. (10)
where the compression  is given by  = −(1 − (d/d0)).
We have re-parametrized these terms starting from a
denser 30 × 30 k-grid using norm-conserving pseudopo-
tentials and summarize them in Figs. 5 (vertical hopping
terms for AB-centered hoppings) and 6 (resulting V0, V3
and V6 fits and compression-dependent fittings) as well as
Table I [all numerical values for Eq. (10)]. We notice good
agreement with the published behavior notwithstanding
a global sign change in the 3th Fourier coefficient. This
sign difference seems to have a non-negligible impact on
the small angles.
D. Spectral function calculation
To unfold electronic bandstructures of bilayer
graphene [29, 30] in order to ease comparison with
experimental ARPES measurements, we implement the
approach introduced in Ref. [31] where the tight-binding
representation fills the role of localized orbitals. The
spectral function is given by
Akj,kj(E) =
∑
KJ
|〈kj|KJ〉|2AKJ,KJ(E) (11)
Figure 6: (color online) Upper panel: resulting fits of
V0, V3 and V6 contributions in Eqs. (7), (8) and (9)
for different interlayer distances (from 3.35 Å to 3.5 Å),
light-shaded to dark-shaded colors) where the symbols
are the original data-points and the line gives the fit.
The original datapoints are obtained using the AA and
AB coefficients based on symmetry considerations
outlined in Ref. [22]. Lower panel:
compression-dependent fit of a the most sensitive
coefficients from Table I where  = 0 is taken at
d0 = 3.35 Å.
i(yi) c(0)i c
(1)
i c
(2)
i
1(λ0) 0.336 -1.801 2.471
2(ξ0) 1.800 -0.108 -24.046
3(κ0) 1.758 0.500 -5.276
4(λ3) 0.069 -0.687 3.769
5(ξ3) 3.173 2.564 -123.632
6(x3) 0.398 1.543 -22.973
7(λa6) -0.013 0.152 -1.354
8(ξa6 ) 1.228 2.467 -29.006
9(xa6) 0.954 0.627 -10.208
10(κa6) 2.106 0.0207 15.694
11(λb6) 0.0384 -0.471 4.320
12(ξb6) 0.472 0.013 -3.706E-06
13(xb6) -0.611 -0.210 7.332
14(κb6) 2.169 -0.013 -2.535E-06
Table I: Distance-dependent fitting [see Eq. (10)] of the
parameters given in Eqs. (7), (8) and (9) in the
zero-pressure regime.
where the super-lattice orbitals are labeled with capital
letters and the orbitals of the reference system where the
states are projected into are labeled with small letters.
The second factor is a δ-function at the eigenvalue of the
superlattice system δ(E − KJ) and first factor is given
5Figure 7: (color online) Top panels figures are relaxed using our DRIPRPA force-field parameters for three select
angles of 1.02, 0.53 and 0.32°. The bottom panel figures are obtained for same angles but using either the seminal
KCLDA parameters (parametrized to DFT calculations on graphite) or our own DRIPLDA data. For 1.02 degree, we
note that in-plane displacements are more than twice as large for KCLDA (similarly, for KCVV10 and DRIPMBD, not
shown here) than for our DRIPRPA. The DRIPLDA on the other hand gives similar in-plane displacements even
though the inter-layer distances are different highlighting the fact that energy differences are the deciding factor
regarding lattice reconstruction. All distances are given in Å in this figure.
by
〈kn|KJ〉 =
√
L/l
∑
N
e−ik·rδn,n′δk+G,K〈KN |KJ〉
(12)
where, in the super-cell and reference system respectively,
L and l are the number of k-points in the BZ zone, N and
n are the orbital indices associated with lattice vectors
R and r, n′ matches the supercell orbital index with the
corresponding reference system lattice orbital index and
the supercell reciprocal lattice vectorG matches k-points
between both BZs. This factor is a structure factor which
modulates by a phases capture the internal position in
the supercell and sums the coefficients of the eigen-state
|KJ〉 of the super-cell in the tight-binding basis. Pro-
jection in the bottom or top layer of pristine graphene
as reference system gives equivalent results, thus bottom
layer reference graphene system spectral functions only
are reported here.
III. RESULTS
A. Molecular dynamics simulations
We perform molecular dynamic simulations using the
LAMMPS software package [26] using different DFT-
fitted pairwise potentials. Both KC-type [25, 32, 33] and
Drip [34] potentials are considered to illustrate their im-
pact on the results in this paper. KCLDA parameters
are taken from the original KC paper with parameters
fitted to LDA data on graphite [25], while KCVV10 uses
the same functional form but with parameters fitted to
match the VV10 vdW scheme [35]. More recently, the
DRIP potential was proposed by Mingjian et. al. [34] to
accommodate the different forces between different lo-
cal stackings by inclusion of a dihedral angle correction,
based on parameters fitted to the many body disperson
(MBD) scheme [36], labelled here as DRIPMBD. In turn,
we have fitted using KLIFF [24] the DRIP potential to
accurately reproduce RPA level long-range interactions
in bulk graphene [23], hereafter referred to as DRIPRPA.
For reference, we also fit our LDA data from Ref. [23]
which was shown to give nearly the same energy differ-
ences between high-symmetry stacking configurations.
In Fig. 7 we illustrate the relaxation effects for our
DRIPRPA potential for three selected angles while com-
paring it to a DRIPLDA relaxed structure as well a struc-
ture obtained using the seminal KCLDA parameters. A
summary of our own parameters is given in Table II.
As a general observation, we note that our supposedly
more accurate DRIPRPA potential, due to smaller en-
ergy differences between stacking configurations, pre-
dicts smaller lattice reconstruction effects around 1.02
degree (< 0.1 Åin in-plane displacements) as compared
to other existing potentials (more than twice as large
for KCLDA, similar results for the other existing force-
fields, not shown here). The amplitude of the in-plane
displacements reaches the same order of magnitude for
DRIPRPA at smaller twist angle (> 0.2 Åfor 0.53 degree).
When comparing our results with simulation results ob-
tained by a non linear finite element plate model with
the interactions between layers described by a discrete-
continuum interlayer potential [17] we observe an inter-
layer distance of about 0.15 Å as opposed to their value
of 0.24 Å suggesting reduced relaxation effects. Further
6Figure 8: Normalized in plane displacement of atoms
due to relaxation relaxation for 1.02 degree twist angle
when comparing our DRIPRPA/DRIPLDA potentials
with existing potentials. We observe that the
displacements of each atom are about 2-3 times smaller
than for the other potentials due to the smaller energy
differences between the AA and AB extrema.
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Figure 9: (color online) Definition of the high-symmetry
points used to define the paths of the EBS and the
spectral function plots. The EBS are given along the
path highlighted in the moire BZ, while the spectral
function is centered around the K-point which lies
simultaneously in the moire BZ and at the corner of the
BZ of the bottom layer of graphene. The branches of
the spectral function are calculated towards the Γ′ and
M ′-points of this same layer of graphene.
bench-marking against existing force-fields in Fig. 8 con-
firms the relatively smaller lattice relaxation effects using
our parameters as well as the decent job LDA does at re-
producing RPA-inferred data.
IV. ELECTRONIC BAND-STRUCTURE
CALCULATIONS
In this Section, we illustrate how our improved EXX-
RPA-inspired relaxations affect the electronic bandstruc-
tures of tBG. In the main paper, we focus on a series of
selected angles, while the reader is referred to the supple-
mental material for the EBS for a wide range of angles.
The path is given along the path of high-symmetry points
as illustrated in Fig. 9.
In Fig. 10, we illustrate how structural relaxation iso-
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Figure 10: (color online) Effect of structural relaxation
on the electronic bandstructures. Using the
EXX-RPA-parametrized force-field and our
re-parametrized TB model (using −3.1 eV for the
effective hopping), we observe the typical
lattice-reconstruction induced isolation of flat bands
when comparing the rigid (blue) and relaxed (orange)
bandstructures for three selected angles. The
electron-hole asymmetry observed in the rigid
structures is reduced with relaxation.
lates the flat bands from the rest of the spectrum at an-
gles of 1.25°, 1.08° and 0.99° (using an effective hopping
of teff = −3.1 eV in the F2G2 model, a value which is
typical for clean samples). The blue lines correspond to
the band structure of the rigid system at an interlayer
distance of 3.34 Å. We chose this value as a compro-
mise between the RPA-inferred equilibrium distance of
3.33 Å and the TB-parametrization using 3.35 Å as ref-
erence equilibrium distance. We have checked that this
small mismatch gives only negligible differences. For the
rigid structures, the flat bands only show very small sep-
aration with the rest of the spectrum on the hole side
and are touching on the electron side. When including
the EXX-RPA-inferred lattice reconstruction effects, flat
bands become clearly isolated for the two latter angles
which are close to common experimental first magic an-
gle values. For 1.08° we note a separation of ∼ 0.025
eV.
In Fig. 10, we take teff = −3.1 eV in the F2G2 model-
based intralayer hopping terms. In literature however,
models take on values down from −2.6 eV (for LDA band-
structures) to −3.44 eV (when considering GW band dis-
persion models) directly affecting the Fermi velocity of
the system. We illustrate the impact this effective hop-
ping has on the EBS in Fig. 11. We confirm that the
magic angle depends on the strenght of the Fermi veloc-
ity [? ] and agrees best with experimental magic an-
gles when effective hopping values are between −3.1 and
−3.44 eV.
This suggests that models using teff = −2.6 eV that
still show a maximum flatness of bands at around 1.08°
benefit from an overestimation of the lattice reconstruc-
tion stemming from different force-field calibration as
compared to RPA. We illustrate this hunch by compar-
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Figure 11: (color online) Effect of the effective hopping
teff. Using our EXX-RPA-parametrized force-field and
our re-parametrized TB model, the flat bands appear at
1.25°, 1.08° and 0.99° for effective hoppings of −2.6,
−3.1 and −3.44 eV (through the F2G2 model for single
layer graphene, see text), respectively. The latter two
angles and effective hoppings match with experimental
observations where electron-electron interactions are
strong.
ing, for 1.08°, the -2.6 eV blue line in Fig. 11 with the red
and green lines in the left panel of Fig. 12 where we look
at what happens to the flat band isolation when using
our TB model on a structure that has been relaxed using
the DRIPMBD or the KCVV10 force fields. The former
does not show any band isolation for this value, while
the latter shows a band isolations of > 0.06 eV.
In the right panel of Fig. 12, we compare our RPA and
LDA-inferred force field calculations. On the one hand,
we have already shown in Sect. III A that, due to similar
energy differences between RPA and LDA, the ampli-
tude of lattice reconstruction is rather comparable. On
the other hand, as the equilibrium inter-layer distances
for LDA and RPA are quite similar for AB stacking, but
quite different for AA stacking, our distance-dependent
TB model takes on different values at the corners of the
triangular regions. The effect is small yet noticeable and
shows slightly larger separation of bands for LDA as com-
pared to RPA.
Finally, in Fig. 13, we illustrate the effect of the
parametrization of the TB model on the electronic band-
structures. The distance-dependent model from Eq. 3,
when applied on our RPA-relaxed structures does not
show any isolation of bands for teff = −2.6 eV, while the
parameters published in Ref. [19] give very similar results
to ours assuming we set teff = −2.6 for their model and
teff = −3.1 eV for our model, with the most noticeable
different residing in the separation amplitude between the
flat bands and the rest of the spectrum. We note that
our parametrization accurately reproduces the vertical
hopping value at K in Bernal stacked bilayer graphane
of 0.36 eV expected from the F2G2 model. When us-
ing teff = −3.1 eV with the published parameter set [19],
the flat band occurs at 0.93° for the EXX-RPA relaxed
structure (see Fig. ?? in the Appendix).
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Figure 12: (color online) Effect of the force field on the
electronic bandstructures. We refer to Sect. III A for
further details on the labeling used to describe the
different force fields. The left panel illustrates existing
force fields that tend to overestimate the relaxation
effects while the right panel are EBS calculated for the
structures relaxed using the RPA or LDA-inferred force
fields introduced in this paper. The existing force fields
show flat bands using an LDA effective hopping
parameter of −2.6 eV while the flat bands occur for
larger effective hopping parameter −3.1 eV using the
relaxation scheme presented in this work. This
difference can be traced back to the overall increase in
the interlayer coupling strength due to smaller
interlayer distances predicted by our relaxation scheme.
In Ref. [20], the authors observe that magic angles be-
yond the first magic angle around 1° disappear when in-
cluding lattice reconstruction and relaxation effects. We
have tested this with our full TB model using our im-
proved RPA-force field down to 0.44° (see Fig. 14) where
the second magic angle would appear [2] and confirm that
none of the flat bands become isolated again, nor become
truly flat anymore. This is also illustrated in Fig. ?? in
the Appendix.
Finally, we also illustrate our multi-scale approach by
calculated the unfolded bandstructure through the spec-
tral function in Eq. 12 for a larger (1.53°, right panel)
and small twist angle in the flat band regime (1.12°, left
panel). This type of representation illustrates how the
cone from pristine graphene is perturbed by the presence
of another layered graphene layer on top of it. We ob-
serve the flat band states that are isolated from the rest
of the spectrum. The qualitatives for the larger angle
here agree with the ones observed for the smallest angle
illustrated in Ref. [29] (2.88°), i.e. a demultiplication of
cones around the cone that would be expected for single
layer graphene.
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Figure 13: (color online) Effect of the TB model on the
electronic bandstructures at twist angle 1.08° with
teff = −3.1 eV. TBA corresponds to the parametrized
introduced in this paper through Eq. (6), TBB is a
different parametrization of a similar model as Eq. (6)
from Refs. [19, 22] and TBC is the simple
distance-dependent model from Eq. 3 introduced/used
in Refs. [7, 9, 12]. TBC does not show any flat bands for
this angle when the structure is relaxed using the
EXX-RPA-parametrized force-field. TBA predicts a
larger band-gap than TBB here.
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Figure 14: (color online) Illustration of the EBS at small
twist angle in the regime where the second magic angle
would have been expected [2]. We confirm from a full
TB-model perspective (down to 0.44°) the observation
from Ref. [20] that the second magic angle disappears.
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have re-parametrized a well-
established registry-dependent molecular dynamics force
field using the highest level of DFT data available (EXX-
RPA) and compared it with existing force fields and as-
sociated parameter-sets. It turns out that our calcu-
lations bind the layer more tightly to each other and
leads to weaker out of plane corrugations and in-plane
strains than those predicted in existing literature. The
closer binding between the layers by EXX-RPA poten-
Figure 15: (color online) Spectral functions for selected
angles for the M-K-Γ path in the superlattice BZ where
K is also the corner of the bottom graphene BZ. The
flat band is clearly resolved in the left panel at 1.12°
twist angle. These states are clearly separated from the
rest of the spectrum which should be observable using
nanoARPES.
tials combined with an accurate re-parametrization of
a real-space dihedral-corrected tight-binding model lead
to a first magic angle consistent with experiments when
using more realistic values of the Fermi velocity υF ∼
1.05 × 106 m/s or 1.1 × 106 m/s than the LDA esti-
mate of 0.84 × 106 m/s, suggesting that similar predic-
tions of the first magic angle is due to the cancellation of
trends in weaker interlayer coupled bilayers with flatter
dispersion of graphene’s bands [37]. Our work proposes a
methodologically systematical improvement towards ac-
curate description of the atomic and electronic structure
in twisted bilayer graphene.
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Appendix A: DRIP-potential parametrization for
G-BN and BN-BN layered materials
We illustrate in Fig. A.1 the DRIPRPA and DRIPLDA
parametrization for different layering combinations of
graphene and hBN. The corresponding parameters are
included in Table II in addition to the parameter-
set discussed in the main body of the text for tBG.
These can also be bench-marked against existing force-
fields [38, 39], but this is out of the scope of the present
study.
Appendix B: Electronic bandstructures for different
combinations of force-fields and tight-binding models
In the following pages, we illustrate the bandstructures
obtained with different force-fields and tight-binding
models as described in the main-text. We provide them
as reference for readers who want to extrapolate pub-
lished results to the models provided in this paper.
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DRIP C0 C2 C4 C δ λ A z0 B η
RPA CC 1.039 -0.073 1.871 -1.000 3.625 1.121 -0.280 1.916 8.324E-05 0.401
CB 4.118E-03 1.863E-02 4.813E-02 1.559E-02 0.851 3.448 2.448E-02 2.802 6.403E-03 1.448
CN 2.499E-02 6.007E-03 6.226E-03 8.003E-03 0.755 2.712 1.350E-07 2.753 6.415E-07 1.138
BB 4.410E-03 5.229E-07 4.367E-02 2.223E-07 0.812 4.734 1.382E-07 2.768 0.000 3.780
BN 2.324E-07 1.695E-02 4.221E-02 1.277E-06 0.911 2.553 8.981E-02 2.233 3.238E-03 3.496
NN 3.524E-02 2.245E-04 3.476E-02 0.109 0.754 3.112 5.339E-07 2.641 1.135E-02 1.258
LDA CC 0.118 0.105 0.0289 -0.024 0.568 3.460 0.002 3.090 -0.005 4.550
CB 1.964E-03 0.0899 0.254 1.60E-08 0.870 4.653 3.580E-04 2.620 1.749E-02 3.216
CN 0.0100 1.547E-07 1.564E-03 2.258E-09 0.539 1.618 2.653E-02 2.385 9.12E-04 3.032
BB 3.625E-02 3.408E-06 1.545 7.852E-07 2.566 4.786 4.456E-07 2.619 1.107E-08 1.982
BN 1.256E-07 0.107 0.217 1.394E-06 0.815 3.959 3.769E-02 2.260 4.756E-03 5.563
NN 0.648 0.135 0.258 2.994E-07 0.508 3.086 6.001E-07 1.752 0.115 1.222
Table II: Fitting parameters for the DRIP functional given in Eq. 2 to reproduce either the RPA or the LDA
behavior of G-G, G-BN, BN-BN and BN-NB interlayer interactions. The fitting parameters for BN-BN and BN-NB
are the same thus illustrating a certain level of transferability.
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Figure A.1: (color online) LDA and RPA
DRIP-potential fits using KLIFF for graphene and hBN
layered materials.
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(a) EXX-RPA-informed force fields using our
LDA-reparametrized TB model for the interlayer terms and
teff = −3.1 eV in the F2G2 model.
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(b) EXX-RPA-informed force fields using our
LDA-reparametrized TB model for the interlayer terms and
teff = −2.6 eV in the F2G2 model for the intralayer terms.
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(c) LDA-informed force fields using our LDA-reparametrized
TB model for the interlayer terms and teff = −3.1 eV in the
F2G2 model.
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(d) LDA-informed force fields using our LDA-reparametrized
TB model for the interlayer terms and teff = −2.6 eV in the
F2G2 model for the intralayer terms.
Figure B.1: Bandstructures for relaxed systems as parametrized in present work. Angles are provided above each
small subfigure.
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(a) EXX-RPA-informed force fields using our
LDA-reparametrized TB model for the interlayer terms and
teff = −3.1 eV in the F2G2 model for the intralayer terms, for
smaller angles.
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(b) EXX-RPA-informed force fields using our
LDA-reparametrized TB model for the interlayer terms and
teff = −2.6 eV in the F2G2 model for the intralayer terms.
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(c) Rigid systems using our LDA-reparametrized TB model
for the interlayer terms and teff = −3.1 eV in the F2G2 model
for the intralayer terms.
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(d) Rigid systems using our LDA-reparametrized TB model
for the interlayer terms and teff = −2.6 eV in the F2G2 model
for the intralayer terms.
Figure B.2: Bandstructures for relaxed systems (top) and rigid systems (bottom) as parametrized in present work.
Angles are provided above each small subfigure.
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(a) MBD-informed force fields [21] using our
LDA-reparametrized TB model for the interlayer terms and
teff = −2.6 eV in the F2G2 model for the intralayer terms.
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(b) EXX-RPA-informed force fields using the seminal
distance-dependent TB model in Eq. (3) [7] for the interlayer
terms and teff = −2.6 eV in the F2G2 model for the intralayer
terms.
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(c) EXX-RPA-informed force fields using the TB model from
Ref. [19, 22] for the interlayer terms and teff = −2.6 eV in the
F2G2 model for the intralayer terms.
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(d) EXX-RPA-informed force fields using the TB model from
Ref. [19, 22] for the interlayer terms and teff = −3.1 eV in the
F2G2 model for the intralayer terms.
Figure B.3: Bandstructures for relaxed systems using forcee-fields or TB models from literature. Angles are
provided above each small subfigure.
